A New Recycling Program
for the City of Los Angeles
The City of Los Angeles has
launched an exciting new public
private partnership that for
the first time in history, offers
customer-friendly and efficient
waste and recycling services to
all commercial and industrial
businesses, and large apartments
and condo buildings.
This innovative program, called
“recycLA” is part of the City’s
commitment to enhance the
quality of life in Los Angeles by
becoming landf ill-free. This
historic program will improve the
air that we breathe, the roads
that we travel and the overall
cleanliness of Los Angeles.

How the Program Works
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TRANSITION

Each month, a limited number of accounts will
transition into the new system. To find out the
rollout plan for your neighborhood, contact:
1-800-773-2489.

ASSESSMENT

During the assigned transition month,
account holders will receive a visit from their
new service provider to learn about the new
program and get a waste assessment to
help determine a customized recycling plan.
Blue bins are provided as part of the basic
service, while customers pay for trash bins and
collection services. The incentive is to reduce
waste, recycle more and pay less.

RECYCLE

Under the program, customers will have the
ability to manage how much they recycle
and pay. Customers must take advantage
of a waste assessment to determine their
specific needs and associated costs. If they
don’t their recycLA provider will automatically
enroll them into a rate structure based upon
their current level of service.

For more information, contact LA Sanitation at 1-800-773-2489 or visit recycLA.com

SERVICE PROVIDERS BY ZONE
The program divides the City into 11 zones that will be served exclusively by one waste collection
company, meaning fewer trucks congesting our neighborhoods and less wear and tear on our
streets. The companies will also be required to use only clean-fuel trucks, which help improve
our air quality.
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RECYCLA BENEFITS
Landfill Reduction 1 million tons per
year

Clean Fuel Vehicles

Food Rescue Assistance and Support

Standardized and Transparent
Rates

Organic Collection & Recycling
Services

24/7 Customer Support and
Tracking of All Service Requests

$200 million in New Recycling
Infrastructure Investment

Field Staff for Education/Outreach

Health and Safety Inspection of
Facilities
Graffiti Removal and Annual Bin
Cleaning
Enhanced and more efficient
collection services

Meet State Recycling
Requirements
Committed City support and
oversight
Protection of the environment
Overall improvement in quality of
life

For more information, contact LA Sanitation at 1 -800-773-2489 or visit recycLA.com

